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Introduction:
Paint Draw is a dedicated website to providing quality photo realistic digitized photos for hobbyists
and professional paintings applications from images. The digitized photo allows picture to be painted
to a photo realistic painting with colour book levels of effort. The digitized photos can be used by
professionals for stunning results or hobbyists for quality results first time.
It is easy given the fact to use Paint Draw patterns using available software on the market. However,
it is made even more easy to paint the pattern using Art View where it has all what the artist need to
have for swift and easy painting. Art View also allow pattern print to scale. Art View allow family or
community painting where one paints where rest prepare and blend paints where a painting can be
completed in few days.
Art View allow rotate print and mirror print so pattern can be printed not only on paper and canvas
but also on back of clear painting media like vinyl and plastic and glass.

Prelude:
Art View is a viewing and printing software that can be used with Paint Draw patterns. Viewing all
pattern images at same time is made easy using Art View where painter can select which image to
view on a click of a button. Art View also allow in depth Zoom and Pan of image viewed in details
simultaneously.
Art View allow colours and dye details of areas or contours to paint including pigment blending ideal
values to painter set weights for reference, RGB values are available of each area for mixing using
dedicated paint mixing websites and software on the internet. Art View also allow same colour areas
Mark to allow painter to paint the same colour all over the painting in same sequence.
Light levels can be selected for Day Light where RGB values same to original pattern values or made
lighter by selecting Room Light Normal or more lighter by selecting Room Light Dim or much lighter by
selecting Room Light Low where Art View own Colour System spread the gamut space over the colour
space according to each selection.
For print Art View can be used to print patterns on canvas and fabric to any size to scale to use for
painting, it is also possible with Art View to print pattern on clear media such as glass and vinyl and
plastic including mirror for printing on back of the clear media.
Art View works with Paint Draw patterns only so it can not be using as all purpose photo viewer or
printer. Art View is a portable application which means it can operate from any computer using
Windows Vista upwards with no need to any installation.
Art View is free to use and download from Paint Draw website and can be used with free pattern
samples at the website and purchased patterns.
Hot keys are provided for rapid view image select, Settings and Pan access on/off.
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System Requirement:
Windows 64bit Vista and higher and 1.8GHz processor minimum preferred with 2GB free memory
required. 32bit operating systems are not recommended. Screen resolution 7680x4320 supported.
The application is portable so it can work from any computer or drive.

Why Print Using Art View:
Art View provide given the fact comprehensive environment to print pattern on any printing
media including pattern rotate and mirror and resize and print to scale. In some occasions your
local stationary shop may not have the suitable software to meet printing requirements for
Border Dot image on canvas or other painting media or any other image print for any reason
where Art View can help doing the print job. However, in all cases please print to PDF file before
actual printing to check whether the print is to your expectation including paper size and
margins and such. Some PDF printer drivers have limitations so please consult your local IT
vendor which PDF printer driver or software that print or save to PDF file suits your
environment especially for large images like Border Dot that can be 11kx11k pixel size or higher.

Opening A Pattern:
In File Menu select Open Pattern and load the pattern, as follows,

Pattern is loaded by select or double click on any image or Palette Index file.
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Viewing A Pattern:
In order to view a pattern six options exist, as follows,
1- Original image where default when a pattern is once opened,

2- Select Tiled to view the tiled image,
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3- Tile Map to view the tiled map image,

4- Select Border to view the border image. The border image is the borders lines only without the
background image like the Tiled Map image where lines are set to the pattern colours at border
points, as follows,
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5- Select Border Dot to view the border dot image. The border dot image is just like border image
except dots connected to define contours and the file size is 11 times larger, as follows,

Because of the larger size of the Border Dot image then black boundary of image is displayed at 100%
zoom where the image can be brought to display either by Pan towards the image centre or zoom to
10% or 5% then pan the required area in centre of screen then zoom up to required scale required.

6- Select Canvas to view the canvas image, as follows,
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Zoom:
1- A pattern can be Zoomed IN or OUT using the Zoom bar on top as follows,

2- High Definition Zoom is allowed beyond values in Zoom bar drop list where can be edited at
Zoom bar box itself followed by pressing Enter. Please note that Border Dot file is an exception
due to its larger size yet high sufficient zoom is allowed, as follows,
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Pan:
1- A pattern can be panned cross the screen using the Pan tool at view menu. On Pan mode a
thumb is displayed to address the displacement. Displacement is accomplished on mouse left
button press and move to new position then release the button, as follows,

By deselecting Pan, curser will turn pointer again leaving displacement at its current position.

2- Pan also can be accessed by right click of the mouse, as follows,
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Mark:
The side popup menu on right click of mouse button includes Mark option where display all contours
of same colour where mouse pointer is. This feature allow painter to simultaneously locate all contours
of same colour and paint them together sparing multiple remix pigment for same colour multiple times
time shorting time required to paint and making the paint much faster and easier task. The marked
contours are identified by flashing grey contours (areas or lines) on Border image only. Mark is
deactivated by reselect. Mark is a key feature of Art View pattern viewer to use that enable all contours
of same colour to be painted simultaneously. Direct Mark option select is as follows;

Mark supports two options where Direct and Index select. Direct is where areas of same colour of area
pointed at are selected directly where Index is where a prompt appear to select the same palette index
areas and accordingly areas of that same colour to be selected. The main purpose for Index select is
given the fact to allow family or community painting where a member of family or community paints
while the rest prepare and mix paints where a portrait can be completed in few days. The other purpose
of Index select is by allowing the painter to prepare and mix paints before painting by blending them
prior to painting and storing them in suitable containers tagged by their related Index number.
To use Index first from Details window Palette Index value presented is required to point to that
particular paint mix required. Next the same Index value is entered at later stage via Mark to highlight
areas related to that index. So simultaneous blending and painting by many members of family can be
achieved or preparing paints before painting where painting can be completed in few days.
Members of family or community who blend paints can use different computers or monitors for the
same computer on different instances of the software apart from each other or the painter instance.
Using Index can also be by paint mixers starting from 1 to the rest of Index numbers where use Mark
Index to allocate areas of that Index then use Details to determine total size of all same Index areas by
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pixels where square millimetres and RGB values needed to make a paint recipe then hand the paint
tagged to the painter that use Mark Index again to spot the areas to be painted. Index Mark option
select is as follows;

Index Value window associate with Index Mark option select is as follows;
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Details:
The side popup menu on right click of mouse button includes Details option which display a window of
details of contour at that mouse pointer is. The details include XY locations of the curser plus RGB colour
of that contour including HTML code. Details allow painter to blend the required dye for contour at XY
or all same colour contours displayed using Mark since total number of pixels are available.
Details window also include dye blend type selected where CMYWB as default plus includes the number
of pixels in the pattern of the same colour not only the local contour mouse pointing if others may exist
and whether the dye values listed are volumetric or by weight set at Settings option.
When volumetric is selected at Settings a fixed number is multiplied by each pigment value of the dye
separately to get the weight, an example number 10 is multiplied to each CMYWB value where total
weight is 10 grams but may vary.

When weight is selected at Settings the selected weight is displayed where in this case 13 grams for
example and the CMYWB blend in grams that total to 13 grams.
CMYWB values are typical values for reference purposes only where to blend paints RGB values only
required and area in pixels where square millimetres to use with paint mixing software or websites like
Sensuallogic Paint Maker website or AI4res Real Paint app.
Details window include Palette Index number required by Mark Index Option to paint to areas of same
Index or colour to paint using pre-prepared Index tagged paint blends by painter or members of family
or community group.
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Details also include total number of pixels of that colour where area of that colour on canvas by knowing
area of single pixel. For example for Mesh 25.4 or Pixels/cm is 10 then a 1000Pixels pattern yields to
1Meter size painting and 1Pixel is 1mm2. So area in mm2 becomes same to number of pixels. For half
scale such as 12.7 Mesh or 5Pixels/cm then area on canvas is doubled by 2 so area of that colour where
twice as much and so on to any print scale.
Details also include levels adjust if ‘Levels Adjust’ is selected at Settings. All RGB related data displayed
will be for the level adjusted values if selected.
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Settings:
View drop menu bar include Settings option where on select Settings window is displayed where
painter can select volumetric values for dye or select by weight. Settings also include dye type select
and light level select and contrast levels adjust. Values edited are in Green where set to Black on Select.

Saving Light Levels Options Images:
In File Menu select Save Levels to save light levels options files. These files allow preview of patterns at
other different light levels options before painting to determine which option suits best where painting
to be placed, as follows,
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Volumetric Vs. Weight:
Volumetric is the default setting yet can be deselected where required pigment weight typed at the
weight field adjacent in grams.

Dye Type:
Settings also include dye type selected where CMYWB is the default. Two groups of dye types exist
where one for canvas transparent to dye like using water colours and the other where canvas not
transparent to dye like using oil colours.

Levels Adjust:
Settings also include Levels Adjust if you choose to select and also given the fact to set low and high
levels of the image in range 0-255. Paint Draw pattern come with the default RGB values of the image
where you can adjust levels while painting via these settings so you do not need to do that prior to
creating pattern.
Some paint mixing websites and software recommend levels adjust where they include it in their paint
blend recipes where if they adjust the levels then no need to adjust levels at Art View where if they
recommend and not level adjust then levels adjust can be made via these settings and if no
recommendation exist then levels adjust may not be invoked where default RGB related listed used or
invoked due to painter preference where can be set accordingly.

Light Level:
Default light level is day light 100% where the painting assumed to be placed in direct sun light space,
RGB values for paint are same of pattern RGB values. This setting place gamut space close to colour
space where very minimal levels adjust is at most required to fit in both spaces. This setting is the
default where abundant of light is expected to be available where painting to be placed. Room light
levels Normal, Dim and Low also included in case light level where painting to be placed is expected
lower where Normal is for a room with normal light level while Low is for room with low light level
where Dim is in between. For any room light level gamut space is fitted to colour space to the light level
selected. This fitting is referred to by Colour System and is widely used in printers and LCD TVs and the
spread used in Art View is Paint Draw own preference. It is highly advised that on choosing Room Light
Levels either Normal, Dim or Low that Levels Adjust option is not be invoked at Art View Settings
window or at dye mix vendor website unless absolutely necessary to make best of gamut to colour
space fitted by Art View Colour System. Despite Day Light is the selection by default it is advised to
select Normal setting for lighter colours if painting is to be placed in room environment.
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Close All & Exit Options:
The File drop menu also include Close All option to close the existing pattern and Exit option to close
the application all together where confirmation from painter precede whether to close or exit.

About Area Blending:
Painting areas can be smoothed by blending while paint not dry using brush and a medium. In this case
there is no need to depend on brush and canvas effect for dither effect. It is an extended arts practise
that is advised to be painted aside on paper printed separately first to have a feeling of the blending
flow results where only after is where to be painted on canvas and blended to same flow. Area blending
is not in scope of Paint Draw default claims but can be introduced on painter initiative since areas
already well defines.

Printer:
Art View include a complete printer solution where print material layout can be set to any size and
rotation and placement required via Page Setup where Printer Setup can be set to meet Page Setup
settings and pattern printed directly using Print option.
Art View Printer solution include three sections where Page Setup and Printer Setup and Print. These
sections ensure pattern layout is correctly set to painter preference and printer is set to meet page
settings and pattern printed. These sections are as follows:
Page Setup, where a pattern layout can placed on printing medium where canvas or vinyl or any other
material to any size and placement. Pattern can be set to any size where default is 10 pixels per one
centimetre or rotated or shifted or mirrored. When page layout is to printer satisfaction then printer
setup need to be invoked.
Printer Setup, where printer settings need to be made match to Page Setup settings like paper size
selected and orientation whether Portrait or Landscape or any other printer specific options including
edge to edge or print borderless printing options. When printer setup is set then the print job is ready
to print
Print, is where print job is placed for printer to start printing. It is a good practice to go through printing
settings at print window to be sure that all setting are made and placed correct before actual printing.
Note: It is a good practice that you print to PDF file before making print on canvas or any other printing
medium where you can see how the print will actually look before printing.
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Page Setup:

Page Setup is where all printing setting are placed regarding paper space where size of paper is set so
its orientation and margins. When first Page Setup is displayed it does a preliminary fitting of the
pattern to whatever paper size is close including orientation and margins. Margins are the pattern
displacement from top left corner of the printing paper or canvas or fabric selected. Page setup
provides a true WYSIWYG display so both paper and pattern are displayed the way print will take place.
Printing is to scale. Once setup is to painter satisfaction the printer can print the pattern on material
selects exactly like defined in Page setup.
If the painter is happy with initial Page Setup then he can print directly to printer after setting Printer
Setup to values of Page Setup. Otherwise painter can select other paper sizes to meet printing material
sizes available or set a custom sizes for the materials available altogether. Best fit for an ANSI size does
not means its corresponding ISO size does not fit or vice versa but it means what selected fits best yet
the painter can select if best fit was ANSI its corresponding at ISO and vice versa to availability of
material sizes and also custom sizes if required.
The pattern can made rotated to fit paper orientation whether portrait or landscape to more fit large
format printers for large custom size materials printing as more efficient as possible.

The following images selections via Page Setup View selection do apply to Page Setup,
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Page Setup Images Select:
1- Original Image.
Unlikely printed for display except when true size need to be realized to mesh selected since print is to
scale as follows,

2- Tiled Image.
Like Original image Tiled image also can be printed when true size need to be realized to mesh selected
since print is to scale as follows,
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3- Tiled Map Image.
Like Original image Tiled Map image also can be printed when true size need to be realized to mesh
selected since print is to scale. It also can be used to print on canvas or fabric to display the borders
information yet more ink is required in this mode, as follows,

4- Border Image.
Like Original image Border image also can be printed when true size need to be realized to mesh
selected since print is to scale. It also can be used to print on canvas or fabric to display the borders
information where minimal ink is required in this mode. Border Colour can be set to Colour option
where default border image colours yet Border image can be also displayed in other colours via Border
Colour selection like gray or blue not necessary the colours of background image. Border Colour options
are only available with Border view. Border image print can be used with water colours paintings since
do not have darker dots, as follows,
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5- Border Dot Image.
Border Dot image is the default pattern image to be printed on canvas for painting and also can be
printed when true size need to be realized to mesh selected since print is to scale for any other reasons.
It can be used to print on canvas or fabric or plastic or glass or vinyl to display the borders and their
related constellations information for painting where minimal ink is required in this mode, as follows,

6- Canvas Image.
Unlikely printed for display except when true size need to be realized to mesh selected before painting
start since print is to scale as follows,
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Paper Size:
Paper size can be changed to meet availability of related sizes materials like paper or canvas or fabric,
as follows,

Mesh Size:
Mesh is the number of pixels per inch where if set to 25.4 when inches settings then a pixel size
would be 1mm millimetric. Mesh can be set in inches or in millimetres when mm setting is
selected where again the value of 10 Pixels/cm means also pixel size is 1mm. On selecting
different mesh size the print on canvas will vary where smaller mesh the larger the print, as
follows,
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Margins:
The painter can change pattern location on paper by deselecting ‘Centre’ and placing new
margin values at X Print Margin and Y Print Margin. The values are in green where ‘Apply’
button need to be pressed for effects to take place, as follows,

Custom Paper Size:
Painter can set custom size for the pattern for any reason. Default values of 50 inch for both width and
height are the default where can be changed to any value. New values in all fields are in green when
changed turned black again when Apply is pressed, as follows,
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Inch/mm selections:
Inch/mm selections change the Page Setup numbering system from inch to mm and vice versa, as
follows,

Portrait/Landscape:
Portrait/Landscape selections change the paper from portrait to landscape orientation and vice versa.
Note that painter may need to change also the paper size to larger size if he wish not to rotate the
pattern.
Select Rotate to rotate the pattern itself. Note that painter may also need to change also the paper size
to larger size or change Portrait/Landscape selection if he wish to rotate the pattern. Rotate is required
to map the pattern to corresponding paper orientation selected where if paper was portrait then
pattern need to be also mapped portrait type where landscape for paper to pattern need to be also
mapped to corresponding landscape, as follows,
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Note: Printer settings need to match Page Settings Portrait/Landscape settings.

Mirror:
Select Mirror to flip the pattern to be printable on back of clear painting media such as vinyl or plastic
or glass. Printed pattern can be cleared off after painting by using suitable solvent, as follows,
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Mesh:
Select All at Mesh list to add mesh dots to print where useful if printing on canvas. Dots might be
selected of three sizes where Tiny, Medium and Coarse from ‘Mesh Dot Size’ selector while dots colour
can be selected from ‘Mesh Dot Colour’ selector. Select Borders at Mesh list to place dots at borders
only, as follows,

Mesh Dot Size:
Mesh dots size can be selected tiny to medium to coarse according to painter preference on how to
look at canvas, as follows,
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Mesh Dot Colour:
Mesh dot colour can also be set to painter preferences, as follows,

Printer Setup:
Select ‘Printer Setup’ at File menu. Paper select must be ‘Edge to Edge’ type since pattern on paper is
effectively a photo so need to be handles that way. Select Paper type pre selected at ‘Page Setup’ and
orientation whether Portrait or Landscape and paper size including custom size values, as follows,
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Print:
1- Select ‘Print’ from File menu. If ‘Page Setup’ is not called prior to ‘Print’ select, the painter is
prompted to open ‘Page Setup’ first for what to print confirmation, as follows,

2- If print job ready Art View prompt painter before print for last confirmation, as follows,
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3- On print confirmation depending on printer device driver a printer print window appear where
print starts at confirming print job, as follows,

4- It is a good idea to go through printer settings and advance settings before print even if ‘Printer
Setting’ was selected previously so confirm ‘paper size’ and ‘orientation’ to Page Setup also
where print ‘edge to edge’ and ‘print borderless’ whether print is local at painter premises or
at your local stationery shop, as follows,
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Essential Gear:
To paint with Art View essential gear are the minimal gear required where include paints and
brushes and brushes cleaners and accurate 10g 0.001g accuracy weight scale, you already
should have a PC and iPad or iPhone if you select AI4res Real Paint app for paints mix.

Extra Gear:
Extra gear are required if needed such as easel or magnifying glass or wide screen monitor for
extra indulgence or any other.

How To Turn A Photo To A Painting:
To turn a photo to a portrait photorealistic painting for the first time is only by following these simple
steps,
1234-

Order a photorealism pattern from Paint Draw, print pattern on canvas and stretch to frame.
Decide which software or website to choose for paints mixing.
Buy essential gear, extra gear on preference.
Start painting where advice and guiding available free from Paint Draw website.
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Notes On Paints Selecting:
Quality paints mixing websites and software do exist on the internet where you do not need a
comprehensive paints set from your paints vendor where only required is a primary set of White and
Black and Cyan and Magenta and Yellow where as extra Pale or Light Blue and Green and Red might be
required according to your photo palette and accordingly the pattern where if it has comprehensive
green then it can worth adding Pale or Light Green paint tube to the primary set and so for Red and
Blue where can be determined best by sampling the colours of the pattern using Art View and testing
the blend via the paint mixing software you select to determine if any more paint tubes are required.
A good comprehensive paint set example can be of few colours for the whole palette like Daler Rowney
Georgian Oil paints range where set to select is Titanium White 009, Ivory Black 034, Cobalt Blue 110,
Crimson Alizarin 515, Cadmium Yellow Pale (Hue) 617 plus additional Cadmium Red 503, Emerald Green
(Hue) 338 and French Ultramarine 123 for extended strong red, green and blue response if exist in
painting. Another equal set is from Winsor & Newton Artists Oil colours set where to select is Titanium
White 664, Ivory Black 331, Cobalt Blue 178, Alizarin Crimson 004, Winsor Yellow 730 plus additional
Bright Red 042, Winsor Emerald 708 and French Ultramarine 263 also for extended strong red, green
and blue when required.
Usually 225ml tubes are about enough for white and yellow each where for the rest are 38ml tubes.
AI4res Real Paint app defines its own paint set to use.

Notes On Light Levels:
If your paint mixing software does not include light levels select incorporated with a colour system that
spread gamut space to colour space then it is likely that is using Day Light 100% setting which means
the software is expecting to place the painting in a sun light level environment where colours become
dark to see if the painting is placed in an ordinary room. To overcome this point given the fact Paint
Draw introduced a Colour System via Art View that spread the gamut space over colour space at three
different room light levels where paints become to lighter colours when blends are mixed. If your paint
mixing software selected allow a colour system that lighten colours to room light levels then you only
need to select Art View Light Level select to Day Light 100% since either one need to be selected. Art
View produce three folders for pattern via Save Levels at File Menu for the other three brightness levels
apart from the day light which is the pattern default to help making a choice which brightness level is
to suit.

Notes On Pattern Printing:
The file to be printed on canvas is ‘Border Dot.bmp’ which is 11 times size of the original photo. For
millimetric measurement where 1 pixel of Original photo is 1 mm of print means 11 pixels of Border
Dot photo to 1 mm of print. So if Original photo is 1000 pixel size long or wide then Border Dot photo
will be of size 11000 pixel which means 11 pixel to 1 mm print of this file to canvas to meet 1 pixel to 1
mm placement of the Original photo accordingly. It is advised that print is made to PDF file first to see
how the print actually will take place before actual print on canvas.
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General Remarks:
Print can be made on any printable approved materials whether canvas, fabric, paper, plastic, vinyl, or
glass as long as fit for printing on that particular printer. Printing is to scale and use minimal dye for
border printing. It is a good idea to print to a PDF file using a free pdf printer driver so paper sizes and
layout confirm painter select. PDF files can be handed to your local stationary shop for printing even to
large format printing since PDF printing drivers also allow custom paper select. PDF files can also be
used if necessary for viewing like border image or converted to photo using free online tools. Due to
large size of Border Dot image file not all PDF printer drivers or software that do image print to PDF are
suitable since some do have limitations, please consult your IT vendor for best driver or software that
suits your computer for the purpose.
Border Dot image can be mirror printed on back of clear media like vinyl or glass or plastic even for
transparent painting since printed pattern can be removed afterwards by a suitable solvent.
Green values at settings means changes not placed yet to page setup data, press Apply for changes to
take place where green values will become black. In all accounts pressing Apply select the values set at
Page Setup window.
Mesh Dots at Page Setup can be used to place dots on Border image where printing Border Dot image
may not be required where contours can be traced on Art View software Border Dot image view. It also
can be used to plot larger dots on Border Dot image print to canvas or to add scaled ruler information
to canvas to add additional details to canvas or any other use. Art View can be used to view the larger
files in pattern especially Border dot image file.
Details window presented at page 12 provide the total pixels count of selected colour at that contour
which allow dye blend one time where can be painted to all contours of same colour selected by Mark.
Since number of pixels are known total in advance so the total amount of grams of dye needed can be
determined according to how much painter wish to allow for single pixel.
CMYWB values listed in Details window are typical value only for reference and not practical values for
blending. For paints mix please refer to Virtual Paint Mixer (MXR) from Golden Artist Colors Inc. for
example, link is https://goldenpaints.com/mixer for acrylic paints, or PaintMaker from Sensuallogic,
link https://sensuallogic.com/paintmaker , or RealPaint from AI4res for mobile devices, link
http://ai4res.com/realpaint that allow to use other commercial acrylic and oil paints on the market
from various vendors where you only need the RGB values from the Details window.
Weighing scales of 0.001g or higher accuracy are available on market with market price to blend
pigments for the dye required, however the more accurate scale the better contrasts achieved. A good
example of a weighing scale for painting is Sartorius ELT-103 laboratory analytical scale that is
discontinued yet still retailed with sharp discount suitable for individual or family quality use where for
serious and community painting Sartorius Entris 64 laboratory analytical scale is highly advised.
Border Dot image print to canvas can be printed at your local stationary shop using A0 printer or large
format printers depending on size or margins required to scale using Art View or any other suitable
software since all images are BMP files.
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